Activity: 20,000 Miles a Month – To Ensure Victory | Handouts

Logistics Assessment Task Two
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leader will read aloud the scenario to the group.
Leader will lead the discussion to answer each question listed below.
Graphic Designer will compose a paragraph for question one.
Writer will write answers for question two.
Leader will edit and make final corrections.
Materiel Person will turn in completed assignment to the teacher.

Scenario: The date is December 22, 1944. Combat units in Salerno and Anzio are in need of their
daily rations and more. Men in Sicily are waiting orders to report to duty. The hospital located in Anzio needs an additional building to house the injured. Medics need medical supplies. Transportation
units need automotive supplies to continue to deliver supplies to combat units. There will be three
separate ships, one for each destination. (Palermo, Salerno, Anzio)
1. Before answering the following questions, check over the Rome-Arno Campaign Map to locate
each port. Remember even in Italy it becomes colder in winter especially for combat units
located in the mountains. Sicily may be milder.
◦◦ Besides everyday needs, what will combat units need that will help them survive the elements? Hint: Check the date for this scenario.
◦◦ Men in Palermo are not in a combat zone, but still need supplies. What makes this list different from the lists headed to the combat units?
2. As a group, decide and answer each question and write a paragraph describing how your group
will complete each of the following tasks:
◦◦ Which supplies are needed for the destination?
◦◦ How should supplies be organized on the ship? Prioritize the cargo.
◦◦ Once at the destination there are no ports, only beaches. The cargo ship cannot land on the
beach. How will stevedores transport supplies from the ship to each destination?
◦◦ Each location has four trucks. Describe how to organize and load supplies onto each truck.
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